
Answers for E-Rate 16 Internal connections questions received between 1/24/13 and  
1/27/13 

1. Provide us with the total number of classrooms, admin offices/workstations, IDFs, 
etc. Also it appears that several of the sites have recently been upgraded and 
may not need some of the fiber/cable prescribed within this RFP. To ensure that 
the bids best meet the needs of the District, can OUSD provide a breakdown, by 
school, the total number of MDFs/IDFs, classrooms, computer labs, offices and 
associated work stations, multipurpose rooms/auditoriums, cafeterias, kitchens, 
etc., that require the services requested within this RFP? 

Please refer to the site maps provided during the site walks. 

2. This is a big project involving over 70 Schools, we hereby request an extension 
of the bid due date from February 8th to February 23rd. Is this agreeable to 
OUSD? 

No. The bid due date is February 8th, 2013 before 2:00pm. 

3. After attending site walks there are still questions as to the total number of 
classrooms, admin offices/workstations, IDFs, etc.. Also it appears that several of 
the sites have recently been upgraded and may not need to be some of the 
fiber/cable prescribed within this RFP. To ensure that the bids best meet the 
needs of the District, can OUSD provide a breakdown, by school, the total 
number of MDFs/IDFs, classrooms, computer labs, offices and associated work 
stations, multipurpose rooms/auditoriums, cafeterias, kitchens, etc., that require 
the services requested within this RFP? 

Please see the answer to Question 1 as above. 

4. Within the RFP it states “Site survey to determine appropriate location to 
maximize coverage and minimize overlap: Cisco AP3602 access points with 
IOS and 802.11ac (or approved equivalent) Outdoor playfields and exterior areas 
of buildings.” These outdoor areas of coverage were not provided during the site 
walks. Can OUSD please provide maps of each school that highlight areas of 
coverage for outdoor playfields and exterior areas of buildings?  

Please provide complete wireless coverage to all outdoor areas within the school 
boundaries that lie within 200 feet of all main buildings (excluding portables). Please 
refer to the site maps provided during the site walks.   

5. Since many of the manufacturers have now moved to electronic formatted 
manuals will the respondent still be required to provide two hard copies of 
product manuals and associated documents for each installed product?  

Yes. 



Or are internet links to the associated products acceptable? 

No. 

6. Who will be responsible for the removal and disposal of the existing networking 
equipment? 

The bidder. 

7. Will the respondent be responsible for order and/or transfer communication 
circuits and services, as necessary? If so, how does OUSD intend to address 
additional costs for installation and services? What contracts are in place and 
can they be amended? Will these services be requested via Priority 1 bid 
requests? 

OUSD is responsible for the communications circuits. 

8. Will OUSD have access to garbage facilities to dispose of boxes and other 
packing materials? 

No. 

9. Who will be responsible to property asset tagging? 

The respondent. 

10. The RFP requires All Cisco equipment installed will include Cisco SmartNet 
8x5xNBD warranty or equivalent. Cisco SmartNet is no longer approved by the 
SLD. Does the Cisco Basic Maintenance (SLD Approved) suffice? 

No. 

11. Upon ordering the equipment will it be stored at the OUSD facilities? If so, once 
the equipment is delivered will OUSD accept ownership and thus sign off for SLD 
payment to Respondant? 

No, the equipment will be stored at the bidder facilities. OUSD will sign off for payment 
from the SLD after the project has been completed. 

12. What is the estimated project duration (start to finish)? 

Respondent is being asked to provide the project schedule.  

13. Will performance bond by school site be accepted? 

No 



14. Will OUSD allow performance bond on labor and cabling only? 

No.  The entire project cost must be bonded.   

 

15. Does OUSD expect the same “race ways” to be used or does OUSD require 
new conduit to be installed? If reused, what % will OUSD commit to before 
additional cost is applied? 

Existing raceways may be reused.  Please clarify part 2 of the question. (We will answer 
within 24 hours of receiving clarification).   

16. Liquid Damages – 1% is based on what? Examples; the school site total price 
estimate, the specific installation of a cable run that wasn’t completed or a switch 
that wasn’t’ approved working by OUSD…? 

OUSD will exercise discretion in assessing appropriate liquidated damages.   

17.    What e-rate discount level is OUSD trying to fund at? 

This information is not relevant to bidding this contract.   

 

 


